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In this thesis we present a video copy detection method to effectively and effi-
ciently search and locate clip re-occurrences (copies) inside large video collections.
Three aspects of video copy detection including (1) feature robustness to coding
variations, (2) search efficiency in large datasets and (3) query flexibility are in-
vestigated. In order to effectively and robustly characterize the video segments of
variable lengths, we design novel global visual signatures combining the spatial-
temporal and the color range information together. Different from previous key
frame-based shot representations, the ambiguity of key frame selection and the
difficulty of detecting gradual shot transitions could be avoided. Experiments have
shown that the proposed visual signatures are capable of characterizing short video
segments with dynamic content changing, like TV commercials of tens of seconds.
And the signatures are also insensitive to color shifting and other variations caused
from video compression, such as frame size, frame rate, or bit rate changes. In
addition to visual signatures, audio signatures are also used for verification and
accurate localization. As our audio and visual signatures can be extracted directly
from the MPEG compressed domain, lower computational cost is required.
vi
To improve the search efficiency, we propose and compare two fast search
schemes: hierarchical sequential similarity search and spatial-index driven similar-
ity search. Considering the video sampling rate (25 or 30 frame per second) is
much slower than that of audio (8 to 48 kHZ), the first search scheme applies the
coarse search with sub-sampled video frames first, and then potential matches will
be verified and accurately located by fine audio signatures. The search efficiency is
largely improved by using such hierarchical sequential search. For example, with
the signatures extracted in advance, we can search for a short video clip among the
10.5 hours MPEG-1 video database in merely 2 seconds in the case of unknown
query length, and in 0.011 seconds when fixing the query length to 10 seconds.
On the other hand, different from sequential similarity search, the second search
scheme speed up the query process by pruning spatially in the feature space. Fast
query speed can thus be achieved in this scheme as well. And another advantage
is it can provide more flexible access techniques to the video database by offering
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With the rapid development of digital video equipment, storage devices and com-
puter networks, video data is generated, stored and distributed in large quantities.
As database sizes increase, so does the requirement of efficient tools to manage
and search them. In the last decade, content-based video retrieval has attracted
much research interest due to its many applications. In previous works, the most
popular method to represent and organize the video database was through video
shots. The long video sequence is first segmented into shots by recognizing shot
boundaries such as cut, dissolve and wipe. After that, the whole video database
can be managed based on the shot units. For example, each shot could be further
represented by one or a few key frames. By classifying these video shots into differ-
ent semantic classes and building concept-oriented indexing of the video database,
it could help the user to browse and retrieve the video database semantically and
hierarchically.
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Another alternative way to search and retrieve from video database is through
query by video clip (QVC ), which has also been actively researched in previous
works [3] [28] [33]. QVC is specially suitable when naive users cannot clearly
describe what they want via keywords, or they do not want to search the large
video database via hierarchical summary browsing, or when they face a large-scale
unlabeled dataset where indexing and browsing are unavailable. Compared with
video shot search [39] [42], QVC provides a more flexible method to search the
video database, as the query clip could be a sub-shot, a shot or several shots,
based on the requirements of the users. Since the query clip is usually a logical
story unit which contains cohesive semantic meaning, QVC is a more natural way
for users to access and search the video database.
The application of QVC comprises video copyright management [11] [12] [16]
[22] [60], content identification in broadcast video [7] [9] [13] [14] [15] [17] [18] [20]
[21] [23] [24] [25] [26] [32] [35] [36] [40] [41] and similar video content search by
given example [3] [4] [5] [19] [28] [33]. In the following section, we will present a
framework which categories current QVC works into three levels, according to their
different research goals and challenges. Based on this framework, we further focus
the scope of this research on the lowest level of QVC, namely video copy detection.
2
1.1 Three Layer Framework for Query by Video
Clip
In order to implement a QVC solution, we believe the following problems must be
addressed: 1) how to appropriately represent the video content and define similarity
measure; 2) how to organize and manage the very large dataset consisting of large
amounts of video sequences; and 3) how to efficiently access and search the large
video database, e.g. the choice of a fast query scheme.
Diverse applications have different considerations and emphasis on the above
mentioned problems due to different search goals, even though they may be under
the same term of “similarity search”. Different strategies and emphasis are thus
applied. A previous work [28] has attempted to differentiate the video retrieval at
different temporal levels (i.e. frame, shot, scene and video) and discussed various
strategies at those levels. However, according to our experimental observation and
comparisons among different applications, we believe that a better interpretation
of the term of “similar” is inherent to the user-oriented intentions. For example,
in some circumstances, the retrieval of “similar” instances is to detect the exact
duplicate or re-occurrences of the query clip (copy detection). Sometimes, the
“similar” instances may designate the re-edited versions of the original query (title
identification). Besides, searching “similar” instances could also be the task of
finding video segments sharing the same concept or having the same semantic
meaning as that of the query (concept retrival). Different bottlenecks and emphasis
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exist at these different categories. To further illustrate this idea, we compare the
tasks of QVC for concept retrival and copy detection respectively as follows.
First of all, we noted concept-level video retrival has the following character-
istics:
1. The target is to retrieve examples that share the similar concept with the
query. How to capture and model the semantic meaning inherent to the
query appropriately is an essential problem. Model-based method [14] and
statistical learning method [34] are thus popularly applied for this purpose.
And the current bottleneck against a promising performance is inherent to the
gap between low-level perceptual features and high-level semantic concepts.
2. Before query operation, the video contents in the database need to be an-
notated and classified into various concepts or semantic classes. The video
database is then indexed and organized based on the results of this semantic
video classification. Such index of video database is called concept-related
indexing [34].
On the other hand, video copy detection has the following chracteristics:
1. It is a relatively simple recognition task with the purpose is only to identify
and locate the re-occurrences (copies) of the query [16]-[23]. Complex con-
tent modeling in semantic level is therefore usually not required to achieve
its goal. But the challenge is primarily derived from extracting suitalble
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features (signatures) that are compact and robust to various variations, e.g.
different frame size, frame rate, bit rate and color shifting, brought about by
digitization, coding and post-editing [24] [26] [35].
2. The search speed is a big concern. Various database spatial-index structures
are thus applied to provide efficient methods to access, search and query the
large-scale database. With the focus much more on the physical level, data-
base spatial-index of the high dimensional feature space (e.g. containing a
large number of feature vector points, which represent temporally overlapped
video segments) is conceptually different from the concept-oriented indexing
of the video database. For instance, database spatial-index does not han-
dle the classification or clustering problem as the purpose is not for concept
classification or clustering.
In summary, the differences between these two applications of QVC (copy
detection and concept-retrival) are:
• The goals of query are different, which on the other hand result in their
different research challenges. Also, from the point of view of pattern recogni-
tion, concept-retrival is more difficult (semantics involved) and thus should
be “higher” level task compared with copy detection.
• The methods and intentions to organize and manage the video database are
different. For instance, the meaning of “video indexing” is quite different
for these two applications. “video indexing” mentioned in the copy detection
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means to apply database spatial-index methods to organize the video contents
in the high-dimensional feature space, e.g. using a tree structure or hash
index [35] [57] [53]. While ‘video indexing” for video concept-retrival refers
to content annotation (semantic video classification) and organization.
• The expectation of search speed are different. As copy detection is usually
oriented to a very large video corpus (e.g. through the world-wide-web) or
a time-critical online environment (e.g. real time commercial identification),
a fast search and detection speed is usually expected. While for concept-
retrival, currently we care more on its retrival performance than the speed.
To better understand the diverse meaning and intentions behind the QVC,
based on the above discussions, we further roughly categorize most existing QVC
works into 3 levels, as illustrated in Fig.1.1. Besides copy detection (level 1) and
concept-based retrieval (level 3) that we discuss already, there is another QVC level
called version identification (level 2), whose target is somehow between the level 1
and level 3. Such categorization is expected to roughly identify common research
issues, emphasis and challenges within different subsets of applications in diverse
environments.
From Fig.1.1, the production procedure of video content is depicted on the
left(left arrow); and associated QVC tasks at 3 different levels are listed on the
rigth (right arrow). For example, for video capturing and coding, we try to
compress the video contents (concepts) into physical bits. After this production
process, video contents are able to be stored, distributed or transmitted through
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the computer network conveniently. On the other hand, when considering the video
retrieval task, we face the inverse scenario, where the given query (concept) is ini-
tially represented by meaningless bits. Although the general purpose is to search
for video contents that are “similar” to the query, for different levels of QVC,
the expected retrival results vary according to their different understanding of the
“similarity”. For example, “similar” in level 1 means the video contents share the
same concept, “similar” in level 2 means the video contents are originated from the
same source but under different post-editing operations, while “similar” in level 3
implies the video contents are almost the same but are under coding variations.
Figure 1.1: A three layer framework for QVC (query by video clip.)
After a comprehensive literature review, we category current QVC works into
this three-level framework, as given in Table 1.1. The query intentions include the
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identification of recurrent instances of a given clip, the detection of duplicate/near-
duplicate version of a given clip, similar video content search at the same title level,
and similar video content search in a sense of coarse or fine semantic meanings.
The references are roughly grouped around application intentions and the research
challenges they addressed respectively.




Video Copy Detection 
Level 2 
Video Title Identification 
Level 3 
Concept-based retrieval 
Goals of  
retrieval  
operations
To retrieve copies of the query 
content, but variations with coding 
parameter changes are allowed, see 
below. (query and target instances 
share same content, same version, but 
may have coding variations) [15] 
[16][17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24] 
[25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [31] [32] 
To retrieve contents with variations 
from the query content due to post 
editing. (query and target instances are 
from the same title, but are different 
versions. For instance, a movie and its 
trailers, an original advertisement and 
its reedited shortened version) [9] [10] 
[11][12] [13] [14] [20] [24] [28]  
Concept search at semantic level. 
(query and target examples share 
“similar” concept or content, for 
instance, to retrieve video clips of a 
Boeing 747’s take off scene, to find 
out all the free-throw scenes in a 
basketball match) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [19] 
  Variations     
allowed 
Coding variations, including 
• Frame rate 
• Bit rate 
• Frame size 
• Color shift 
• Digitization noises etc. 
Shot level editing (shot removal, 
insertion, summary etc.); 
Image frame editing (caption 
insertion, Logo insertion, frame shift, 
etc.); same movie but in different 
language editions, etc. 
Many instances of the same 
concepts, but appearing in different 
setting and environments, including 
but not limited to camera angle 
variation, scale, acquisition time and 




Mainly low level features such as 
color, gray level features, 
independent of video structure  
Low level features and features from 
image, shot or object levels; content 
modeling 
Refined low level features; Object 
level features and high level concept 




Precise similarity measure at 
concept-level is not required, but the 
signatures need to be compact and 
robust against various coding 
variations; [15] [16] [19] [20] [22] 
[24] [25] [26] 
The target database usually contains 
unlabeled video streams or are 
considering on-line application 
environment, therefore efficient 
feature extraction and fast search is 
required; [15] [17] [18] [20] [21] [22] 
[23] [27] [29] [31] [32] 
Database should be organized 
properly to support query with 
various length 
Efficient detection and robust 
representation against various post-
editing effects are needed; [10] [11] 
[12] [13] [14] [20] [24] [28] 
Robust detection of high level 
concepts, such as in-door, out-door 
(TRECVID concepts); [1] [2] [3]  
[4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10];  
Effective organization and indexing 
and the large dataset to support fast 
access and efficient query [30] 
Existing 
Works 
NTT [17] [18] [32], I2R [25] [26], 
RMIT [22], University of Kansas 
[21], IBM [16], Philips [29], Intel 
[15], NEC [23], INRIA [20] 
Berkeley University [11] [12],  
NUS [13], Columbia University [10], 
Oakland University [14], INRIA [20], 
Fraunhofer Institute [24] 
TRECVID [1], Michigan State 
University [3], Columbia University 
[9] [10], I2R [6] [7] [8] etc. 
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By presenting such framework for video retrieval, we can find that the goals of
retrieval operation actually vary, which in turn dictate, the different requirements
of feature selection, video representation and search schemes. Under the framework
described in Fig.1.1 and Table 1.1, our work in this thesis is focused on video copy
detection, the lowest search level of QVC.
1.2 Objectives
Our target is to recognize and locate multiple occurrences of given video clips, such
as commercials and news program lead-in & lead-out theme-music, in unknown
video streams (e.g. news video database). With acccurate localization of the re-
occurrences of these video clips, one can verify advertisement air time and reveal
the broadcast structure. Different from specific video content detection, such as
commercial break detection [67] [68] whose purpose is for commercial filtering,
our video copy detection seeks to identify re-occurrences of given individual clips
and needs to accurately locate its position if an instance is found inside the long
streams. We want to jointly take into account robustness and search speed for the
efficient and effective detection from large video collections.
For video copy detection, most existing search methods are derived from se-
quential correlation matching which is widely used in the signal processing domain.
These sequential matching methods usually focus much more on feature extraction
and a similarity matching function in order to search desired video content. The
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search efficiency is ignored to some extent. Although there exist some techniques
to improve the linear scanning speed, such as temporal pruning [17] [32] or coarser
granularity searching [18] [26], their searching time-complexity is at least linear
with the size of the database as it usually requires exhaustively examining the
whole collection. When the video database grows larger, the database I/O cost
will be the bottleneck of these sequential search methods.
In this thesis, we will apply and compare two video similarity search schemes:
fast sequential similarity search using temporal redundancy pruning, and spatial-
index driven search using spatial redundancy pruning in the feature space. The
first scheme (Section 4.1) applies a two-phase hierarchical matching technique,
taking advantage of the difference between video sampling rate (25 or 30 fps) and
audio sampling rate (8 to 48 kHz). Similar speed-up techniques proposed in [17]
are also incorporated in the video track. But novel visual and audio signatures
will be presented here. The other search scheme (Section 4.2) is motivated by the
flexible and efficient query capabilities brought about by fruitful research in high-
dimensional index structures [53] [54] [55]. We will employ an mrkd-tree index
structure [51] and apply different query strategies to short video clip search. A
comparison will be performed between the spatial-index driven searching and the
fast sequential similarity searching.
In terms of feature representation, rather than selecting representative key
frames, we develop a set of spatial-temporal ordinal feature in order to globally
capture the pattern of a short video segment (e.g. a commercial clip, a lead-in &
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out clip) and combine it with the color range feature to form visual signatures.
The obtained signatures tend to depict the video segment globally rather than
focusing on its sequential details as using key-frame sequence to represent the
video does. Before searching, each long video sequence in the database is first
divided into a series of overlapped video segments of a fixed size (we call them “3D
volume elements”). These “3D volume elements” will be treated as elementary
objects during the search process. Compared with traditional shot based key-
frame representation, our approach can avoid the shot segmentation and key frames
selection. This is useful for identifying video content containing ambiguous shot
boundaries (such as dynamic commercials and TV program lead-in & out clip) in
a long video stream [25] [26].
1.3 Summary of the Contributions Made
Compared with traditional video similarity search methods, the highlights of our
works are as follows:
• We present a novel method to represent the short video segment, typically
tens of seconds long. Instead of using representative images to characterize
the video content, we fuse spatial-temporal ordinal feature and cumulative
color histogram as visual signatures to describe the short video segment.
Compared with previous video representation schemes, such signatures are
compact, robust, and cost effective (applying compressed domain features).
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Tuning phase (e.g. Vector Quantization employed in [17]) is unnecessary for
extracting these signatures.
• Considering the success of active search proposed in [17], we incorporate the
proposed visual signature into the active search algorithm. A novel hierarchi-
cal sequential search method using visual and audio signatures respectively
is introduced. Compared with [17], fast search speed, good identification
performance and accurate localization can be achieved at the same time in
our method.
• In order to support various query strategies (point, K-NN, and range query),
we organize the video contents using a database spatial-index structure. In
contrast to fast sequential search applying temporal pruning [17], spatial
pruning in the feature space could be applied during the search process.
Therefore fast search speed is achieved. This also provides a more general
framework to fulfill different user search requirements.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 discusses the related work of video copy detection.
Chapter 3 describes the proposed novel visual and audio signatures, and the
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procedure for extracting them from the MPEG compressed domain directly. These
signatures will be applied to our copy detection tasks.
In Chapter 4, two available choices for detecting copies among large video
database, fast sequential similarity search and spatial-index driven search, are ex-
plained and compared.
Experimental results of the proposed signatures and copy detection shcemes
are then represented and discussed in Chapter 5.





Generally, video copy detection from a large database may need processes of feature
extraction, suitable similarity measure, database organization, and search or query
scheme. As a result, it needs an integrated approach from different fields, such as
image processing, multimedia and database methods.
In the following, we will investigate previous works from these different re-
search communities for the copy detection task. By doing this, we want to show
how different research areas are actually concerned with different aspects of video
copy detection. For example, researchers with background in image processing and
multimedia normally pay more emphasis on video content understanding. The
typical problems include feature extraction, content representation & modeling,
similarity measure, etc. These techniques are extensively applied to video content
analysis, indexing and retrieval. How to bridge the low-level features to high-level
14
semantic meaning is the major challenge.
On the other hand, database researchers mainly focus on the speed of the
similarity search in large video collections, where they assume videos have been
represented by high-dimensional features (e.g. through image processing). Various
database index strategies are thus applied to accelerate the query process in the
high-dimensional feature space. The search scenario is: if we treat short video
segments (overlapped matching windows) along the long video sequence as a series
of feature vector points in the feature space, after feature extraction, the video
database will actually be represented as a spatial database. Therefore from the
perspective of the database domain, the concern is to accelerate the query process
in such a high-dimensional feature space (metric space) while meeting desired per-
formance. Various methods have been proposed to access the high-dimensional
space in previous database research. The application area is not limited to mul-
timedia databases; it is applicable to other areas such as geography and bioinfor-
matics which also face similar fundamental problem of efficient spatial database
access. Overcoming the “curse of dimensionality,” namely making the spatial-
index structure which works well in low-dimensional space also applicable to the
high-dimensional case, is the major difficulty database researchers face.
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2.1 Video Segment Representation for Sequen-
tial Similarity Matching
Effective and efficient representation of video content is an important yet chal-
lenging task for video analysis, indexing and retrieval. Existing methods for rep-
resenting video content typically fall into one of the classes: feature-based repre-
sentation and model-based representation. In this Section, we will briefly review
previous works for representing video content, and application to sequential sim-
ilarity matching. We note that different from searching image databases, where
the query image is compared with other images individually (whole matching),
searching video sequences with the given query clip should be viewed as a sub-
pattern matching problem. Accurate localization of the query instance inside
the long targeting sequence is required.
Current video searching methods based on representative image matching were
in three main categories: frame sequence matching [16] [17] [19] [23], shot-based
key-frame matching [3] [13] [20] [22] [30] and sub-sampled frame matching [3] [11]
[12] [24] [25] [27]. Although frame sequence matching attains a certain level of
success in [16] [17] [19] [23], the drawback is the heavy computational cost of
the exhaustive search. Method proposed in [17] improved on this by skipping
unnecessary steps during the search, while guaranteeing exactly the same search
result as exhaustive search (Fig.2.1). However, as the search complexity is still
linear with the database size, we believe that this search speed can be further
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improved. In addition, only color information is applied to obtain visual signatures
in [17], and complex learning phase like Vector Quantization is needed. Besides,
as the video content identification experiments in [17] were mainly for “exact”
matching, the robustness of the proposed visual signature requires further testing.
Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the active search algorithm. Courtesy from [17].
Among many video representation techniques, key-frame-based shot represen-
tation is the most popular one and has extensive applications in video browsing,
indexing and retrieval [3] [6] [8] [30]. However when applied to video copy detec-
tion, the traditional key-frame based representation has some drawbacks. First
of all, the performance of this representation strongly depends on the accuracy
of the shot segmentation algorithm and the appropriate selection of key frames
to characterize the video content. For example, in the case that the query clip
has gradual shot boundaries or very limited number of shots, key frames cannot
represent the whole clip informatively. In addition, it is somewhat ambiguous to
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determine which frames should be chosen as key frames. Even for the same video
segment, key frame-based representation may vary significantly with different key
frame selection criteria. Furthermore, as key-frame representation can not reflect
the dynamic changes of the contents in a shot, it is inefficient to represent the
active shot, which commonly appear in TV commercials.
Some other methods [3] [11] [12] [24] [26] [25] [27] consider sub-sampled frame
matching for video stream searching. Although search speed can be accelerated
by using coarser temporal resolution, these methods may suffer from inaccurate
localization as discussed in [26]. Moreover, when the sub-sampled frames of the
given clip and that of the matching window are not well aligned temporally, it
will affect the matching result. The method proposed in [24] partially overcomes
this sub-sampled frame shifting problem and is robust to video frame rate change.
However, feature extraction and similarity measure in [24] are time-consuming,
and therefore not suitable for on-line processing and large database search.
Model-based video representation is another group of methods to describe
video contents. Although model-based video representation has several power-
ful tools, such as Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [75], Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) [14], Mean Shift [7], Attributed Relational Graphs [9], we believe they are
not appropriate for low-level tasks such as video copy detection and content iden-
tification. First of all, we believe it is unnecessary to represent the video content
using such complex models for video copy detection; the target is only to identify
the repeated instances of a given query clip, while not semantic-level classifica-
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tion & clustering or object level recognition. Secondly, model-based representation
and corresponding similarity measures are usually quite expensive computation-
ally, therefore can be unbearably slow for searching large video datasets. More-
over, model selection is a non-trivial task for representing the video content. For
different types of video contents, we may need to consider different models with
the domain knowledge. Specifically, as we do not have prior knowledge of what
kind of video content is going to be detected, it is very difficult to find a general
model that is suitable to all the possible cases.
In order to effectively and robustly characterize video segments of variable
lengths, in this research, compact and robust visual and audio signatures will be
studied (Chapter 3). The signature here is defined as a compact feature that
could represent the media content robustly and uniquely. Our signature extraction
considers four principal challenges for copy detection: the signature should be
compact while being informative enough for the identification task; the selected
visual features must be robust to likely distortions and alteration of the video
content; the signature resolution must be efficient for fast search, but also fine
enough to accurately locate the instances; and the feature extraction must be
computationally efficient. In order to reduce computational complexity, we extract
both audio and visual signatures directly from the MPEG compressed domain.
In contrast to previous key-frame-based shot representation, the ambiguity of key
frame selection and the difficulty of detecting gradual shot transitions are avoided
in our novel visual signatures.
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2.2 Similarity Search Using Database Spatial-Index
From the database point of view, video search can also be treated as a query
problem [53]. That is, the essential purpose of content-based video retrieval is to
find those contents that are the most similar to the query, and return the result by
the similarity ranking. If each video clip is represented by a feature point in high-
dimensional feature space, and their similarity is measured by the distance between
them, then the retrieval problem is to find “neighbors” (most similar content) of
a query point in the feature space. Different query strategies can be applied to
fulfill different applications. For example, K Nearest-Neighbors (K-NN ) query can
retrieve nearby points by their similarity ranking, and suitable for content based
retrieval task. In contrast, range query is able to find all points within a certain
distance from a query and can be used for duplicate/near-duplicate detection or
content identification tasks. These query strategies have been successfully applied
for fast content-based image retrieval [49]. But different from an image database,
a video database contains large image sequences exhibiting a temporal order and
a high redundancy. Indexing each image frame is thus ineffective and practically
impossible.
Although query is a typical operation in multimedia database, interestingly,
different from classic database methods which are designed to handle data ob-
jects that have some predefined structure, (e.g., treating the various attributes
associated with the objects as independent dimensions, and then representing the
objects as records,) searching in high-dimensional feature space has a different
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flavor. Traditional data models such as relational, object-relational, etc. usually
aim to perform exact, partial or range match. Those methods are not suitable to
handle the high-dimensional visual or audio features that have considerably less
structure and whose specification is therefore less precise. The problem is that usu-
ally these features can neither be ordered, nor is it meaningful to perform equality
comparison on it. Instead, proximity is a more appropriate retrieval criterion. And
the similarity could be measured by the distance between the points (feature vec-
tors.) In that case, the essential task of retrieving video database is querying in
the high-dimensional feature space, namely to find the neighbors with the given
query point.
A good review of various database spatial-index methods can be found in
[54] [55] [56]. Based on these investigations, it is found that searching in high-
dimensional spaces can still be time-consuming when applying database spatial-
index structures. Despite decades of effort the current solutions are far from sat-
isfactory. Some theoretical results show that spatial-index based search will not
work in high-dimensional space, such as when the dimensionality is beyond 20 [69].
For example, searching based on kd-tree index structure and related structures in-
volves the inspection of a large fraction of the database, thereby doing no better
than brute-force linear search [69]. Although the above negative conclusions are
correct and proved mathematically, they are all based on assumption that all the
data points in high-dimensional space are almost uniformly distributed.
However, this assumption could not be true for a video database. It is easy to see
because video sequences are highly temporally redundant and therefore the feature
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points (feature vectors represent temporally overlapped video matching windows)
will also be highly related, or even clustered in the feature space. In such a case,
where the assumption of uniform spatial distribution of feature points is not sat-
isfied, it is unclear whether spatial-index driven search will outperform the brute
force linear scan method. In our work we found that using database spatial-index
to speed up the search process in large video dataset is possible, in spite of pre-
vious negative comments by database researchers. The two benefits of applying
spatial-index search for copy detection are: large I/O cost of the hard disk can be
saved and flexible query strategies (e.g. range and K-NN query) can be supported.
Many spatial-index based video similarity searching schemes were proposed
in previous works, such as VQ index [57] and hash index [29] [45]. However, their
purpose is for approximation K-NN search where missed detection is probabilis-
tically unavoidable. In this research, we will address the exact K-NN search. In
contrast to approximation K-NN search, exact K-NN search is able to find all the
closest points of the given query without any missed detection and false alarm.
In consideration of the successful story of multi-resolution kd-tree (mrkd-tree) in
terms of searching high-dimensional space [51] [52], in Section 4.2 we will employ
it to construct the index structure of the segmented video matching windows. As
mrkd-tree supports different query strategies such as point query, range query and
K-NN query [53], it is suitable to various video applications such as copy detection,
content identification and retrieval.
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Chapter 3
Robust Visual and Audio
Signatures and Similarity
Measures
Content-based visual or audio signature (media signature) could be defined as a
compact digest derived from perceptually relevant aspects of a image, video or
audio recording. There are various terms describing this “signature” depending
on the application areas: Pattern Matching (Fingerprint) [29], Cryptography (Ro-
bust or Perceptual Hash [37], Passive Watermark), Multimedia Retrieval (Content
Based Features). Generally, visual and audio signatures should have the following
characteristics:
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• Discriminative enough so that they can be applied to identification and au-
thentication tasks, for example like what human fingerprint can achieve for
person identification. At the same time, the signature is expected to be com-
pact to achieve computational efficiency, such as MD5(Message Digest 5 ) or
CRC(Cyclic Redundancy Checking) that could obtain a compact representa-
tion of a binary file.
• Invariant to distortions as media signatures should be robust to slight per-
ceptual changes or coding variations. The signature should remain the same
(ideally) as long as the media content is not changed, even though it may
be coded into different compression quality, format, or undergo slight post-
editing effects. It is important to note that, different from conventional hash
method which is fragile to even a single bit flap, media signatures are re-
quired to be robust to distortions as mentioned above. Sometime they are
also called Robust or Perceptual Hash [29] [37]
• Contain content dependent features as the signature will be extracted from
the media and is determined by its content. Sometimes the signature itself is
treated as the watermark (Passive Watermark which is content-dependent),
and is viewed as complementary to traditional watermark technology [16],




In video copy detection, the signature is required to be compact and effective with
respect to large database. Besides, the signature is also desired to be robust to
various coding variations mentioned before. In order to achieve this goal, many
signature and feature extraction methods are presented for the video identification
and copy detection tasks [11] [15] [16] [26] [28] [29].
As one of the common visual features, color histogram is extensively used as
signature in video content search and identification [11] [15] [19]. Method proposed
in [15] uses compressed domain color features to form a compact signature for
fast video search. In [11], each individual frame is represented by four 178-bin
color histograms in the HSV color space. Spatial information is incorporated by
partitioning the image into four quadrants. Despite certain level of success in [15]
and [11], the drawback is also obvious. For example, color histogram is fragile to
color distortion in [15], and it is inefficient to describe each individual key frame
using a color histogram as in [11].
In consideration of the above problems, Ferman et al. [19] presents various
histogram-based color descriptors to reliably capture the color properties of video
segments, in stead of key-frames. Although such descriptors are reported to be
robust and invulnerable to outlier frames within the shot, only color range infor-
mation is considered, while both spatial information within each individual frame
and temporal information are ignored.
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Another type of feature which is robust to color distortion is ordinal feature
proposed in [46]. Ordinal features are based on the relative ordering of intensity
values (rank permutation) in stead of applying them directly. Hampapur et al.
[16] compared performance of using ordinal, motion or color feature respectively
for video sequence matching. It was concluded that ordinal signature has the best
performance. In [36], ordinal feature has also been shown experimentally to be
a good signature for video matching. Nevertheless, as previous ordinal feature is
specifically designed and extracted from individual images, we believe it is not
suitable to apply it to represent video segments directly. To improve this, in this
research we propose a novel spatial-temporal ordinal feature for video segments
called ordinal pattern distribution. Compared with previous ordinal feature, it is
more compact and representative when applied to video segment. At the same time,
as we believe better performance could be achieved by combining ordinal feature
and color range feature appropriately, with the former providing spatial information
and the latter providing range information, both color feature and spatial-temporal
ordinal feature will be combined and served as signatures. Details of these visual
signatures will be described in the following sections. And good experimental
results show the compactness and robustness of the proposed signatures.
In summary, the selection of the color feature and the proposed spatial-
temporal ordinal feature as signatures for the copy detection task is motivated
by the following reasons:
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1. Ordinal features are immune to global changes in the quality of the video
and also contain spatial information, hence are a good complement to color
features.
2. Compared with computationally costly features such as edges, texture or
refined color feature which also contain spatial information (e.g. color co-
herent vector [43] and color correlograms [44] for image representation), the
proposed features are much less expensive to acquire.
3. The proposed visual signatures are compact and contain both color and spa-
tial information. Each video segment can be summarized into a compact
fixed-size histogram regardless of its temporal length.
In our approach, we use I frames of the MPEG videos to characterize video
content. Two main advantages are obtained by using I frames as representative
images. Firstly, the uniformly sub-sampled I frames of MPEG video have coarse
temporal granularity, which is typically hundreds of milliseconds depending on
the MPEG GoP (Group of Pictures) parameter, therefore I frames can compactly
represent the video while still being informative enough for the recognition task.
Secondly, the color features of I frame can be extracted directly from the com-
pressed video stream to avoid decoding cost [58].
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3.1.1 Color feature
For the color feature, we characterize the color information of a Group of Frames
(GoF ) by using the cumulative color information of all the I frames in it. For
computational simplicity, Cumulative Color Distribution (CCD) is estimated using
the DC (Direct Currency) coefficients from the I frames. Obviously, CCD could
be a good indicator of dominant color information of the video segment.







Hi = (h1, h2, · · ·, hl, · · ·, hB) 0 ≤ hi ≤ 1 and
∑
i
hi = 1 (3.2)
where Hi denotes the color histogram describing an individual I frame and M is
the total number of I frames in the video segment. B is the number of color bins.
In this thesis, B = 24 (uniform quantization). Hence, the total dimension of the
color feature is 3× 24 = 72, representing three color channels.
3.1.2 Ordinal Pattern Distribution Feature
The common drawbacks of color histogram descriptor are the lack of spatial in-
formation and its sensitivity to color variations [19]. In this section, we propose a
novel ordinal feature called ordinal pattern distribution (OPD) to compensate for
drawbacks of the color feature (CCD). Different from previous ordinal features [16]
[36], this signature is specifically designed for video segments and contains both
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temporal and spatial information and is robust to color shifting, while remaining
as compact as the color signature.
Figure 3.1: Ordinal Pattern Distribution (OPD) Histogram.
Figure 3.1 depicts the operations of extracting such features from a group
of frames. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, each I frame is represented by a reduced
image, of size n×m. Here we take n = m = 2, namely dividing each I frame
into 4 sub-images of equal size. For each Y , Cb or Cr channel, we calculate the
average value of each of the 4 sub-images by using DC coefficients extracted from
the compressed domain directly. Raw feature extraction is then followed by the
ordinal measure process [46]. Ordinal measure here means to rank the average
values of the 4 sub-images. Each possible combination of ordinal measure result
will be treated as an individual pattern. Therefore each I frame will be distributed
a pattern code. All the patterns along the temporal axis are then accumulated to
form a histogram.
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After the above operations, video segment can be compactly represented by 3
normalized 24-dimensional ordinal pattern distribution histograms, corresponding
to Y , Cb, and Cr channels respectively. For each channel c = Y,Cb, Cr, the video
clip is represented by OPD histograms as:
HOPDc = (h1, h2, · · ·, hl, · · ·, hN) 0 ≤ hi ≤ 1 and
∑
i
hi = 1 (3.3)
Here N = 4! = 24 is the dimension of the histogram, namely the number of
possible patterns mentioned above. The total dimension of this spatial-temporal
feature is also 3× 24 = 72, as for the color signature.
From Fig. 3.1, the advantages of using OPD histogram as visual signature
are two fold. First, OPD histogram is robust to frame size change and global color
shifting by applying the ordinal measure operation. And secondly, the contour
of the OPD histogram can describe the whole video segment globally, therefore
compared with key frame representation, it is insensitive to outlier frame and
video frame rate change.
Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 illustrate the extracted signatures. The two exam-
ples are a news lead-out clip and a news lead-in clip in the ABC broadcast news
video. Both of them are 10 seconds long. As shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3, in
contrast to the CCD representing the color density distribution, the proposed OPD
histogram (spatial-temporal ordinal signature) provides a unique sparse distribu-
tion, and thus it is more distinguishable than CCD (color signature). For example,
the lead-out (Fig. 3.2) and the lead-in (Fig. 3.3) clips have similar color signature
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because of similar dominant colors in the content; however, their spatial-temporal
signatures are still quite distinguishable. Hence, as the OPD is more unique and
insensitive to a global color shifting or other color variations, this feature is a good
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Figure 3.3: ABC News program lead-in clip (10 sec) and its CCD and OPD
signatures.
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3.1.3 Similarity Measure for Visual Signatures
For visual signature matching, Euclidean distance DE(·, ·) is used to measure the
distance between the query Q (represented by HOPDQc and H
CCD
Qc
; for each chan-
nel Y , Cb or Cr, both are 24-d vectors) and the sliding matching window SW
(represented by HOPDSWc and H
CCD
SWc
; for each channel c = Y,Cb, Cr, both are 24-d
vectors).
The integrated similarity S is defined as the reciprocal of linear combination
of the average distance of OPD histograms and the minimum distance of CCD











, HOPDSWc ) (3.4)
DCCD(HCCDQ , H
CCD
SW ) = Min
c=Y,Cb,Cr
{DE(HCCDQc , HCCDSWc )} (3.5)
D(Q,SW ) = w ×DOPD + (1− w)×DCCD (3.6)
S(Q,SW ) =
1
w ×DOPD + (1− w)×DCCD (3.7)
3.2 Audio Signatures
Audio feature extraction is a necessary step for the content-based audio classifi-
cation, index, retrieval, and identification tasks [61] [62] [63]. In previous works,
there has been a comprehensive study of different features for different types of au-
dio, both from uncompressed domain and compressed domain [65] [66]. Previous
research has usually approached the problem of feature design by hand-crafting
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features that are hoped to be well-suited for a particular task. For example, cur-
rent audio classification, segmentation and retrieval methods use heuristic features
such as the mel cepstra, the zero crossing rate, energy measures, spectral compo-
nent measures, and derivatives of these quantities. These statistical features have
proved their effectiveness in many previous applications. However, when applying
these existing methods directly for audio copy detection, they may not optimal.
Other features may also give better performance, or may be more robust to noise.
For audio copy detection, the extracted feature usually should represent relevant
perceptual characteristics of an audio recording in a concise and robust form; there-
fore the following characteristics are required for the audio signatures (similar as
the requirements of visual signatures):
• Effectiveness over large database
• Invariance to slight distortions and coding variations
• Compactness and computational simplicity
• Supporting fast search and accurate localization
Although it is desired to achieve all the requirements above, some of them
are actually contradictory. The typical pair is the search speed and localization
accuracy. In the case of exhaustive sequential search, the finer the search gran-
ularity, the more accurate the localization will be; however, the more steps it
will need to go through the whole dataset, therefore the slower the search speed.
Consequently, a suitable trade-off between these two requirements is needed. In
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this thesis, we present a two-phase matching technique in the next Section 4.1 to
solve this problem. The coarse granularity match in visual track could speed up
the searching, while the fine granularity match in audio track will guarantee the
localization accuracy and also for verification.
Besides, although present techniques [71] [73] [74] can perform well to meet
some of the requirements above, the feature extraction efficiency is usually ig-
nored. Unlike compressed domain video processing, feature extraction efficiency is
normally overlooked in the audio domain, partially due to the low cost of decoding
the compressed audio streams. In spite of this, we believe efficient audio feature
extraction is still needed for on-line applications and very large database. In the
following, we will extract audio features from MPEG compressed domain to avoid
the computational cost for decompressing.
3.2.1 Signature Extraction
For audio copy detection, various techniques and features [63] are presented with
the aim to tolerate different audio distortions, such as time shifting, volume change,
equalization, dynamic range compression and other noise addition. In [71], the
author presented a robust audio identification system, which is supposed to be
against almost all common audio processing steps. Also in [72], this system was
modified to tolerate linear speed changes in the audio stream. From our survey,
by incorporating robust audio features, the state-of-the-art techniques can well
tolerate general audio distortions.
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In this section, we followed Loudness and SFM (Spectral Flatness Measure)
as audio signatures, which are the low-level features suggested in the MPEG-7
standard [70]. These two features have been demonstrated to be robust to differ-
ent distortions in [47] when extracted from uncompressed audio domain. In the
following, we will introduce a procedure to extract these two features from MPEG
compressed domain.
The definitions of the two features are as follows, where Sxx(e
jw) represents
the power spectral density of the audio signal x(t):























SFM is viewed as a standard method to measure the amount of correlation
structure that exists in a signal [47]. Here we will use SFM as an important fea-
ture to describe the shape of the power spectral density by a single value. The
compressed domain feature extraction follows the steps given below; finally an 8
dimensional feature vector is obtained for each temporal audio frame. We applied
an existing tool for compressed domain audio processing, called “maaate”. Details
of “maaate” can be found in [59]:
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1. Treat each audio granule (384 temporal audio samples) as a audio frame.
Noted after MPEG compression, each audio frame is already coded into 32
sub band coefficients. Moreover, the temporal length of a audio frame will
be determined by the sampling rate of the audio signal.
2. Take the the 32 sub band coefficients of of each audio frame as its discrete
power spectral density Sxx(e
jw), then further divide this approximated power
spectral into 4 equal frequency bands. For example, the 1st to the 8th sub
band coefficients belong to the first frequency band, the 9th to the 16th sub
coefficients belong to the second frequency band, etc.
3. Estimate the Loudness and Spectral Flatness Measure (SFM ) signatures
from these 4 frequency band respectively. Therefore for each audio frame,
a 8-dimensional signature will be extracted, where 4 of them are Loudness
features and 4 of them are SFM features.
In order to test the effectiveness of extracting SFM and Loudness features
from the MPEG compressed domain (MPEG-1 Layer 2 audio compression), we
compare the results with that when extracting them from the original domain (wav
format). The test audio segment is a music clip of 205 seconds. The comparison
result can be obtained from Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5. From the obtained result, it can
be seen that Loudness and SFM features extracted from compressed domain still
keep the similar contour as that extracted from the original wav domain, although
some approximation error exists.
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Loudness Feature Approximated from Compressed Domain




Loudness Feature Extracted from Original Domain









Figure 3.4: Extraction of Loudness Feature from MPEG Audio and Original
Audio.






SFM Feature Approximated from Compressed Domain























Figure 3.5: Extraction of SFM Feature from MPEG Audio and Original Audio.
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3.2.2 Similarity Measure for Audio Signatures
The distance that measures the similarity of the search clip QA and the corre-
sponding matching window SW in the target audio track is defined as follows,
where both QA and SW are represented by n × 8 feature matrices; and n is the
number of compressed audio frames in the matching window. The search granu-
larity is set to the resolution of an audio frame, which can be as fine as tens of









From the distance definition, we can see that fine audio matching has a two-
fold meaning here. First, compared with compact visual signatures, we use a large
n × 8 matrix (n represents the number of audio frames) as an audio signature,
to represent the whole clip more effectively. Secondly, the finer temporal res-
olution of audio signatures makes possible finer location granularity in the audio
track. Compared with visual search steps which can be hundreds or even thousands
of milliseconds (I frame resolution) when applying fast search algorithm (Section




Fast Similarity Search toward
Large Video Database
Previously in Chapter 3, we discussed how to extract visual and audio signatures
and defined their similarity measures for the copy detection task. In this Chapter,
we will mainly focus on speeding up the similarity search process in the large-scale
video dataset. The necessity for accelerating similarity search is two fold: first,
the evaluation of the distance between two signatures (from the query clip and the
matching window) is costly, especially when the signature is of high dimensional.
For example, computing the Euclidean distance between two signatures (feature
vectors) in a high-dimensional space, say of dimension n, requires n multiplication
operations and n−1 addition operations, as well as a square root operation. Thus,
the number of distance evaluations should be kept to a minimum, while maintaining
the quality of the result. Secondly, as the video database becomes larger, we must
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also take into account the number of I/O operations. Sequential linear scan will
be costly for database I/O operations, and hence this must be minimized for large
video databases.
In the following, we will present two different methods which could speed up
the query by video clip (QVC ) task by using temporal pruning and spatial prun-
ing respectively in the high-dimensional feature space. The proposed hierarchical
sequential similarity search method and spatial-index driven search method will be
explained in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 respectively.
Before we continue, we need to emphasize here that once the feature space and
similarity (or distance) metric have been defined, the retrieval results (e.g. range
query or K-NN query) of a given query clip are already fixed. Specifically, once
the feature space and distance metric are defined, for any input query (a vector
point), the nearest neighbors (the points around it) are already fixed, according to
the predefined distance measure. The point is, whether these “nearest neighbors”
really reflect the meaning of “similarity” (subject evaluation) depends completely
on the selected features and corresponding similarity modeling. Based on this
reasoning, we can see that the methods proposed in this chapter could only improve
the search speed and make the similarity query process more efficient. However,
to improve the retrieval results is not in the scope of this chapter, e.g., we can not
change the retrival results using the methods proposed in this section.
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4.1 Hierarchical Sequential Searching Scheme Us-
ing Visual and Audio Signatures
As fast sequential search and accurate localization with fine granularity are con-
tradictory requirements, we will propose in this section, a hierachical matching
scheme, to obtain a trade-off between localization accuracy and search speed. Con-
sidering that video sampling rate (25 or 30 fps) is much lower than that of audio
(8 to 48 kHz), a coarse search is implemented with sub-sampled video frames first,
and then potential matches are verified and accurately located using fine audio
signatures. First we approximately measure the similarity between query and the
sliding matching windows under coarse granularity, using the proposed visual sig-
natures (Section 3.1). Here the minimum sliding window search step (granularity)
is set to the temporal resolution of the I frames. The extracted visual signature
is very compact and fast search could be achieved by skipping unnecessary steps
using the active search algorithm proposed in [17]. If a potential candidate is de-
tected in the visual track during the coarse matching, fine matching based on audio
signatures will continue to verify the potential match and will accurately locate the
position of the instance in the audio track.
Figure 4.1 described the hierarchical search framework using audio-visual sig-
natures. Visual feature extraction and audio feature extraction have been described
in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 respectively. The coarse visual match and search
step skip strategy will be explained in Section 4.1.1. Fine audio searching for
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Figure 4.1: Framework of two-stage video sequential search.
4.1.1 Active Search in Video Track
Based on the visual signatures and the similarity measure that were depicted re-
spectively in Section 3.1 and Section 3.1.3, the search process in the video track
can be described by Fig. 4.2.
Let the similarity metric array be {Si; 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ n− 1} corresponding to
similarity values of m + n−1 sliding windows, where n and m are the I frame
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Figure 4.2: System chart of applying active search with the proposed visual
signatures.
number of the query clip and the target stream respectively. As the proposed
visual signatures are compatiable to the active search algorithm, based on [17]
and [32], the search process can be accelerated by skipping unnecessary temporal








− θ)) + 1 if Si < 1θ
1 otherwise
(4.1)
where D is the total number of I frames in the corresponding matching window. θ
is the predefined skip threshold.
After the search, potential start position of the match is determined by a local
maximum above the threshold, which fulfills the following conditions:
Sk−1 ≤ Sk ≥ Sk+1 and Sk > max{T,m+ k × σ} (4.2)
where T is a predefined preliminary threshold, m is the mean and σ is the deviation
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of the similarity curve; k is an empirically determined constant, normally between
3 to 5. Only when the similarity value satisfies Eq. 4.2, is it treated as the detected
instance. In our experiments, w in Eq. 3.7 is set to 0.5, θ in Eq. 4.1 is set to 0.05,
and T in Eq. 4.2 is set to 6.
4.1.2 Accurate Localization Using Audio Signature
By selecting sub-sampled I frames as representative frames, search speed can be
accelerated by taking advantage of the coarser temporal resolution of the I frames.
However, potential false detections and inaccurate localization could be present. In
order to locate the instance more accurately and also for verification, we introduce
fine audio similarity measure in this section.
The audio signature description and their similarity measure have been pre-
sented and discussed in Section 3.2.1. The final location Dk of the instance in
audio track is decided by the following conditions:
Dk−1 ≥ Dk ≤ Dk+1 and Dk ≤ θaudio (4.3)
The two-stage sequential localization process is described in Fig.4.3. In the
first stage, sequential search (active search) will go through the target stream based
only on visual signatures as described in the previous section. The minimum search-
ing granularity in this stage is the interval between two I frames, which is typically
hundreds of milliseconds. If a potential match is detected, then audio signatures
will be extracted from the audio track, to search around the potential position
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corresponding to the result from the video track, for verification and accurate lo-
calization. For robustness, the verification area of the audio track is extended to
several more neighboring I frames on each side of the given position. In the last
step, the start position of the found instance will be converted from audio track
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Figure 4.3: Two-stage sequential video search using visual and audio features.
4.1.3 Discussion
In the above, we have presented an algorithm for detecting reoccurring instances of
given short clips from large video collection. Compared with existing methods, this
algorithm has solved the video clip detection problem more efficiently by combining
visual and audio features. Different from NTT’s active search method [17] [18] [32],
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which mainly depends on its heuristic skip strategy to speed up search process,
our scheme applies novel visual signatures and properly makes use of the different
characteristics of audio and video sampling rate to accelerate search speed, which
is also very fast and efficient.
Figure 4.4: Memory Limitation of Sequential Similarity Search.
In spite of the success of fast sequential similarity search method proposed
in this section, Fig.4.4 reveals the potential limitation of the main memory linear
search, such as active search and our hierachical sequential search. In these se-
quential scan search methods, the features (signatures) are assumed to have been
extracted and stored into the main memory before similarity matching. The major
search cost, therefore, is the similarity measure computational cost. For example,
in [18], all the features are stored in the 2GB main memory in advance, fast search
speed could be achieved as no I/O cost penalty is involved. However, despite
the growing size of main memories, it is often not possible to always save all the
signatures into the main memory, especially for large video database.
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In Section 4.2, we will apply a database spatial-index structure to organize the
video database. A multi-resolution kd-tree (mrkd-tree) will be employed as the in-
dex structure, which can provide fast search speed and also support different types
of queries such as K-NN query and Range query. These queries can be associated
with most existing applications such as content-based retrieval and duplicate/near
duplicate detection, etc.
4.2 Similarity Search Based on Multi-resolution
kd-tree Index
4.2.1 Problem Formulation
In this Section, we will treat the similarity search problem in large video database
as a Query problem in high-dimensional feature space. Specifically, exact K-NN
query and range query are studied here. The query target is to find those video
segments that are most similar to the query clip.
The problems of exact K-NN query and -range query are formulated as fol-
lows. Point query is the specific case of range query when  is 0. Let DB represent
the video database containing temporally chopped video segments wP (matching
windows), where P indicates the temporal position. Let Q denote the query clip
with the same temporal length as wP . D(·, ·) is the function for dissimilarity mea-
sure between a query point and a matching window point in the feature space.
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Definition of D(·, ·) is given in Eq. 3.6.
Exact K Nearest-Neighbors (Exact K-NN ) Query is defined as follows,
where {wP1 · · ·wPK} are the returned results (top k most similar instances of the
query):
KNNQuery(DB,Q,K) = {wP1 · · ·wPK ∈ DB|
¬∃w′P ∈ DB\{wP1 · · ·wPK} ∧ ¬∃i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K : D(wPi, Q) > D(w
′
P , Q)} (4.4)
Accordingly, Range Query is defined as follows. The returned results are those
video segments which, when compared with the query clip, their similarity values
reach the predefined threshold .
RangeQuery(DB,Q, ) = {wP ∈ DB|D(wP , Q) ≤ } (4.5)
4.2.2 Multi-resolution kd-tree Index
Multi-resolution kd-tree (mrkd-tree) was introduced in [52] as an extension of the
kd-tree structure (Fig. 4.5). The improvement is, at each node of kd-tree, it adds
extra statistics about the node’s data, such as their centroid, covariance and count.
With such mrkd-tree structure, it is feasible to query the database with the same
flexibility as a conventional linear search at greatly reduced computational cost.
Since mrkd-tree structure adds sufficient statistics about all the data points below
each node in the tree, it also has extended applications to speed up other opera-
tions such as locally weighted regression and mixture model based clustering and
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density estimation algorithms [51]. Here we use it as an effective index structure
to complete exact K-NN query and range query.
By using an mrkd-tree structure for querying, at each node during the search,
the algorithm considers whether it 1) can ignore all the points below that node
because they are irrelevant to the current query, 2) can estimate the effects of all
the points below that node without visiting them individually, or 3) must search
further down the tree. The result is that most queries need only visit a small
number of nodes in the tree to find out the nearest neighbors.
 
Figure 4.5: Example of an mrkd-Tree. The dots are the individual data points.
The sizes and positions of the disks show the node counts and centroids. The
ellipses and rectangles show the covariance and bounding boxes of the data
points [50].
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4.2.3 Similarity Query Based on mrkd-tree Index
In the following, we will show how to apply mrkd-tree structure for fast and robust
search of short video clips. Figure 4.6 illustrates our video similarity search scheme
based on the mrkd-tree structure. First we temporally segment a given long video
stream (DB) into overlapped matching windows, then map extracted features from
the windows into vector points in a high dimensional feature space, after that
construct index structures for these feature points for querying process. Note that
the index structure of the video database can be built off-line before the similarity
query operation. Different from linear-scan similarity matching methods, querying
process can be accelerated by using such index structure for spatial pruning in the
feature space.
 





5.1 Experimental Results of Hierachical Sequen-
tial Similarity Search
All the simulations were performed on a P4 2.53G Hz PC (512 M memory). The
algorithm was implemented in C++. The query collection consists of 83 individual
commercials which varied in length from 5 to 60 seconds and one 10-second long
news program lead-out clip (Fig. 3.2). All the 84 given clips were taken from
ABC TV news programs. The experiment sought to identify and locate these clips
inside the target video collection, which contains 22 streams of half-hour (27-29
minutes) broadcast ABC news video (around 10.5 housrs in total, obtained from
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TRECVID news dataset [1]). The 83 commercials appear in 209 instances in these
half-hour news programs; and the lead-out clip appears in total of 11 instances.
The re-occurrence instances usually have color shifting, I frame shifting and frame
size variations with respect to the original query. All the video data were encoded
in MPEG1 at 1.5 Mb/sec with image size of 352× 240 or 352× 264 and frame rate
of 29.97 fps. It is compressed with the frame pattern IBBPBBPBBPBB, with I
frame temporal resolution around 404 ms.
Our task is to efficiently and robustly identify and locate these instances inside
the long video stream. We want to mention that the identification and retrieval
of such repeated non-news sections inside a video stream helps to reveal the video
structure. These non-news sections include TV commercials, program lead-in &
out and other Video Structure Elements (VSE ) which appear very often in many
types of video to indicate starting or ending points of a particular video program,
for instance, news programs or replay of sports video.
5.1.1 Fast Search using Proposed Visual Signatures
In this section, we will apply active search algorithm for video copy detection with
the proposed novel visual signatures (OPD and CCD histograms). The algorithm
has been described in Section 4.1.1 (Fig.4.2). As this section only involves the first
stage in the hierachical scheme, no audio signatures are going to be used here. The
experimental results of the second stage will be described in section 5.1.3.
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The evaluation of the search performance is described as follows. For each of
the 84 given clips, we search through all the 22 target streams. Therefore a set
of 84 × 22 = 1848 similarity curves will be generated after video search. Based
on the detection criteria in Section 4.1.1, automatic detecting will go through
these curves. After that, detection results will be compared with the ground
truth, which is manually obtained. The performance is finally measured by pre-
cision and recall defined as follows: (Recall = detects / detects + miss detects)
(Precision = detects / detects + false alarms)
The performance of searching for the instances of the given 84 clips in the
10.5 hour video collection is presented in Fig.5.1. In the left figure, we compare
the performance of using proposed combined signatures (3×24-d OPD and 3×24-
d CCD) with that of using the ordinal signature only (3×720-d OPD) applied in
[26]. Although the matching did not yield 100% accuracy using our signatures, it
still yields performance which is comparable with that of [26]. However, compared
with [26] whose signature size is 3 × 720 = 2160 dimension, our proposed one is
as small as a (3×24 + 3 × 24) = 144 dimensional vector, 15 times smaller than
that of [26]. Therefore more efficient computation and storage could be achieved
by using our method. In the right figure of Fig.5.1, we compare the performance
of using the combined signatures with that of using only CCD (color feature) or
only OPD (ordinal feature) specifically. It can be found that better performance
can be achieved by combining the CCD and OPD. This also demonstrates that
OPD is a good complement to the CCD feature.
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Figure 5.1: Performance comparison using different features: proposed features
vs. 3× 720-d OPD feature [26](left); proposed combined signatures vs. 3× 24-d
CCD signature only and 3× 24-d OPD signature only respectively (right); the
detection curves are generated by varying the parameter k in Eq. 4.2
From the experimental results we also found that a large part of the false
alarms and missed detections are mainly caused by the I frame shifted matching
problem, when the sub-sampled I frames of the given clip and that of the matching
window are not well aligned along the temporal axis. We can obtain better per-
formance with finer I frame resolution; however in that case, search speed might
be sacrificed to some extent. In addition, after audio verification (Eq.4.3), the
performance presented in Fig.5.1 could be further improved. In that case, all the
220 instances (209 instances of commercials and 11 instances of the lead-out clip)
can be detected correctly with no false alarm because of the verification ability of
the audio signatures.
Table 5.1 gives the approximate computational cost of the active search algo-
rithm. The task is to search for instances of the 10 second long lead-out clip (Fig.
3.2) in the 10.5 hour MPEG-1 video dataset.
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Table 5.1: Approximate Computational Cost Table (CPU time)
0.011 sec0.688 sec0.969 sec1178.034 sec









Task: Search for a 10 
second long query clip
The Feature Extraction step includes DC coefficient extraction from the MPEG
compressed domain, the formation of color histogram (Hi histogram in Eq. 3.1,
3×24-d) of each I frame. Although this step is very costly from the computational
complexity point of view, it can be done off-line for the 10.5-hour database. On
the other hand, Signature Processing consists of the procedures to form OPD and
CCD signatures for the specific matching windows that can not be skipped during
the active search. Its cost will vary according to the length of the window, namely
the length of the query clip. Here the window length is set to 10 seconds. If the
query length is known or fixed beforehand, signature processing step could also
be done off-line. In that case, the only cost of active search is Similarity Measure
Cost. In our experiment, similarity calculation through a video database of 10.5
hours needs only 11 milliseconds.
5.1.2 Visual Signature Robustness Test
In order to investigate the robustness of the proposed visual signatures, we test
them on the same 10.5 hour news video collection set with different video coding
variations (e.g. compressed at lower bit rate, lower frame rate or with color shifting
and frame size changes). All the visual signatures will be extracted from the
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MPEG compressed domain. The target is still to search for instances of those 84
commercial and lead-out clips from the database. The copy detection performance
is shown in Fig. 5.2. The detection curves are based on varying visual detection
threshold, namely varying parameter k in Eq. 4.2. Note only visual signatures
are used here; if using visual-audio signautres together (hierarchical sequential
searching in Fig. 4.1), detection result in Fig. 5.1 can be improved to obtain
100% precision by audio verification, and leave the recall rate the same. From the
results we can see that the presented visual signatures are robust to different video
changes, such as lower frame rate and bit rate, frame size change and color shifting.




















Lower Bit Rate: 150k bps
Lower Frame Rate: 25 fps
Color Shifting & Frame Size Change
Original Video: 1500k bps & 30 fps
 
Figure 5.2: Robust test result of proposed visual signatures.
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5.1.3 Verification and Accurate Localization Using Audio
Signatures
Table 5.2 gives the location accuracy of the proposed hierachical seqential search
method. We found that when using visual-audio signatures together, all of the
given clips can be accurately located to the correct position in audio track, with
localization granularity of 12 ms. The localization error, which can be up to 5
video frames (around 0.2 seconds) for some typical commercials, is mainly due
to the audio-video non-synchronization problem, or the third step described in
Fig.4.3. Therefore although instances can be accurately located in the audio track
(with the granularity of 12 ms), because of the synchronization delay, localization
shift will occur when reverting the position back to video track. On the average
the localization error is around 2 video frames.
Table 5.2: Result of instance locating accuracy using Visual-Audio signatures
60 ms550 ms
Audio –Visual Features
Coarse Visual Features Only 
(sub-sampled I frames)
Average localization error
5.1.4 Computational Cost Comparison with Active Search
Table 5.3 presents a preliminary computational cost comparison between NTT’s
active search method [17] and our hierachical sequential search method. The search
cost of the active search is estimated under the assumption that average skip step
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of active search is 20 video frames. It can be seen that feature extraction cost
is largely reduced by extracting features directly from compressed domain. The
hierachical sequential search is also fast as active search, and could accurately
locate the instances. This is because large computational costs have been saved by
introducing coarse visual search in the first phase. And only when potential match
is found in the first phase, is further fine audio matching required.
Table 5.3: Computational cost comparison with NTT’s active search
5.2 Experimental Results ofmrkd-tree Index Based
Similarity Search
The experiment database is the same as described in Section 5.1. The query
collection contains 83 commercials and 1 news lead-out clip. There are 22 streams
of half-hour (27-29 minutes) broadcast ABC news constituting the database. After
feature extraction, all the half-hour segments are combined into one video sequence
with the total length of 10.5 hours. An mrkd tree index is built for this 10.5-hour
sequence after it is divided into segments of 10 seconds with an interval of around
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0.4 second, the temporal interval of two neighboring I frames. Different from
[4] which chops a long sequence into non-overlapped segments of 0.5 second, our
segments have an overlap of 9.6 seconds between the neighboring segments. In the
following, we will present K-NN query and Range query methods to identify and
locate the instances of the given query clip.
5.2.1 Exact K-NN Query Results
We only consider the news lead-out clip (10 seconds, Fig. 3.2) for K-NN query.
The distance metric is given in Eq. 3.7. The CPU cost of the preprocessing for
querying is listed in Table 5.4. Note that for this 10.5 hour MPEG-1 video dataset,
only less than 0.5 hour is spent for feature extraction and building the mrkd-tree
index.
Table 5.4: CPU time cost for compressed domain visual signature extraction and
building mrkd tree index.




SizeCPU Time Cost (sec)Process
In Table 5.5, the CPU cost of K-NN query is given for different K. By using
the NPT package [52], as few as tens of milliseconds is needed to search out the very
first best match with the built index. While for sequential searching, only when the
whole database has been exhaustively examined can it present the best matched
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result. To some extent, our proposed scheme provides a more flexible method
for accessing the database and the user can determine whether further search is
necessary according to available results. For the example of video copy detection in
large video set, current linear search method usually needs to exhaustively search
out the whole database in order to claim that no copy is detected. Nevertheless,
with an index structure discussed above, we can apply K-NN search to quickly
locate the contents that are the most possible examples (nearest neighbors) of the
query. If the best matched result is not “similar” enough to be treated as a copy,
further search is unnecessary. Computation is therefore greatly saved.
Table 5.5: Exact K-NN query (K=100) results using mrkd-tree.
11+2*11+2*11+2*11+1*721



















K-NN search / ( feature
space of 93,700 points)
* indicate the uncompleted instances
Figure 5.3 depicts the performance of exact K-NN query (K = 100). Since
the original long video sequence is divided into overlapped segments of 10-sec, each
point in Fig. 5.3 corresponds to a window with a length of 10-sec. Note that the
100 retrieved points does not represent for 100 individual instances. It is easy to
understand that when one instance is found, its neighbors may also exhibit high
similarity values due to the large overlap (9.6 sec/10 sec). Therefore only an area
with clustered points can be claimed to be an instance from Fig. 5.3. In other
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words, the number of detected instances should be counted by the peaks (12 peaks
shown in Fig. 5.3) instead of the number of retrieved points K.













1st ~ 10th      NN
11th ~ 50th    NN
51th ~ 100th  NN
Sequential Number of Matching Windows  
Distance 
Figure 5.3: Searching results of exact K-NN query using mrkd-tree index (K
=100 ). Dataset consists of 10.5 hour MPEG-1 video sequences and the query
length is 10-sec. The searching cost is 1.536 sec.
5.2.2 Range Query Results
From the 83 commercials, we select 78 commercials that are longer than 10 second
as our query collection. These 78 commercials range from 10 to 60 seconds, and
have in total 202 instances. In order to be compatible with the built mrkd-tree, the
first 10-sec section of each commercial is cut out as the query clip. The length of
the windows segments to be matched is also set to 10-sec. By utilizing mrkd-tree,
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the range searching cost of n points is O(nlogn) when the search range  in Eq. 4.5
is small. The performance of range searching is presented in Fig.5.4, by changing
 adaptively. Most of the instances have a slight color shifting compared with the
original query. In the experiment, we found again that false alarms and missed
detections are mainly caused by the I frame shifted matching. It occurs when I
frames of the given clip and that of the matching window are not well aligned.












Figure 5.4: Searching results of range query using mrkd-tree index.
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5.3 Discussion
The experiments show that the proposed hierarchical sequential searching method
can achieve 100% accuracy in detecting given short video clips from the video
collection encoded with the same coding parameters as used for the given short
video clips, otherwise about 90% detection performance can be achieved. Due to
the fine sampling rate of audio, the proposed method can locate multiple copies of
given short video clips from large video collection with very high temporal accuracy:
accurate to one or a few video frames.
By employing database spatial-index structure to accelerate query process,
we deal with the video search problem in large video collections as a sub-pattern
matching problem. A multi-resolution kd-tree (mrkd-tree) is used to construct
an index for the temporally overlapped matching windows. Compared with the
fast sequential scan searching, the mrkd-tree data structure provides an efficient
mechanism for examining only those points closest to the query, thereby greatly
reducing the computation to find the best matches. From our results, we found
both the spatial-index based search (using K-NN query) and the active search are
very fast to search and find the very first instance of the query (i.e. search through
the 10.5 hour video in tens of milliseconds with the features extracted off-line).
However, when existence of more instances needs to be detected, the active search
is expected to be more efficient than the mrkd-tree index based search in terms of
CPU cost.
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Unlike the key-frames based shot matching, our method is based on elementary
video segment of fixed-size, which could be a sub-shot, a shot or several shots. The
proposed OPD histogram has experimentally proved to be a useful complement to
the CCD descriptor. Such an ordinal feature can also reflect a global distribution
within a video segment by the accumulation of multiple frames.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we first presented a three-level query by video clip (QVC ) frame-
work in terms of how to differentiate the diverse query requests of searching “sim-
ilar” video contents. Most existing (QVC ) works are broadly categorized into
3 levels: concept based video retrieval, video title identification, and video copy
detection. This 3-level categorization is expected to explicitly identify typical ap-
plications, robustness requirements, likely features, and main challenges existing
between state-of-the-art techniques and hard performance requirements. A brief
survey was presented to concretize the QVC categorization. Although many pre-
vious QVC research works have targeted different aspects (e.g. feature extraction,
similarity modeling, fast search scheme and database organization), few works have
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tried to propose such a framework to explicitly identify different requirements and
challenges based on rich application scenarios.
Using this categorization, we focused on the video copy detection task in this
research, wherein the challenges are mainly in the design of compact and robust low
level features (i.e. an effective signature) and fast search and query mechanisms.
We have provided an efficient and effective solution for video copy detection. In-
stead of the key frames-based video content representation, the proposed method
treats the video segment as a whole, and is able to handle video clips of variable
length. However, it does not require any explicit or exact shot-boundary detec-
tion. The effectiveness and robustness of the proposed visual and audio signatures
have been shown in our experiments. For example, the proposed novel visual sig-
nature is robust to different coding variations, such as frame rate changes, frame
size changes, bit rate changes and color shifting. Also, as both visual and audio
signatures can be extracted from MPEG compressed domain directly, they are
computationally efficient.
Two search approaches, hierachical sequential similarity search and spatial-
index driven search were compared. Extremely fast search speed was obtained
when applying the proposed hierarchical searching scheme, which used a coarse
video search followed by a fine search using audio. However, it cannot overcome
the I/O cost when the video dataset is large because sequentially search through the
whole dataset is required. By using mrkd-tree index based search, spatial pruning
in high-dimensional feature space could be achieved during the query process.
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Exhaustive search on the whole database is thus avoided. For example, when
applying the KNN query for copy detection, the prior returned results are always
the most interesting contents (nearest neighbors of the query.) A user can decide
whether to do further search based on these results: if the nearest neighbors are
even not “similar” enough as a copy, searching through the rest of the dataset is
obviously unnecessary. Furthermore, as the index of video database is built for
temporally overlapped video segments with a predefined length, this scheme is also
applicable to search for a sub-shot, a shot, and a series of shots.
Figure 6.1: Fast and robust video clip search interface [41].
The experimental dataset includes 10.5 hours of video collection and in total
84 queries with lengths ranging from 5 to 60 seconds are used. Our experiments
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have shown that both fast search speed and good performance can be accomplished
simultaneously. Figure 6.1 shows the prototype of fast and robust video clip search.
The left column contains the 84 query clips. The two image frames shown in Fig.
6.1 are a typical query clip and the its instance respectively. It can be seen that they
are under frame size change and slight color shifting. But the similarity matching
is still quite good, with the similarity curve presented in the bottom right.
Besides commercials, the proposed schemes can also be extended to search for
arbitrary short video clips. The applications include Google-like video search, TV
program structure analysis where occurrences of the lead-in & lead-out video clips
can be accurately located, including sports, station logo, weather report, financial
news, etc., and content copy management.
6.2 Summary of the Major Works
• We presented a 3 layer conceptual framework for QVC, and introduced effi-
cient and effective solutions for video copy detection
• Novel spatial-temporal visual signature and audio signature were proposed,
which are proved to be robust experimentally, with compact representation
and low computational cost
• Spatial-index driven search was proposed and compared with existing fast




In view of the results obtained, we believe the following works should be emphasized
in future research:
1. Although the proposed visual signatures are effective and robust, the tem-
poral order of frames within a video sequence has not yet been exploited
sufficiently in OPD, and also in CCD. Although such features are useful for
those applications irrespective of different frame order (such as the commer-
cial detection in [13]), the lack of frame ordering information can make the
signatures less distinguishable. Our future work may include incorporating
temporal ordering information, improvement to represent the video content
more robustly and further speeding up the search process.
2. Various query strategies (such as K-NN or range query) can support different
applications like retrieval, duplicate/near-duplicate detection while avoiding
examining the whole dataset. In our experiment, we only give simple example
of using exact K-NN query and range query for video copy detection. How
to select an appropriate K or  for querying and how to use different query
strategies to fulfill other applications will be considered within future.
3. Once the mrkd-tree structure is constructed for the database, it can only
support video clip search of fixed length. However, it is desired to make the
index structure flexible for queries with various lengths, which will also be
our future works.
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Finally, Figure 6.2 illustrates the directions of future work for video copy de-
tection research. Although current research of video copy detection can achieve
good performance results within limited video dataset and under slight video vari-
ations, we believe it is necessary to make great efforts on all of the three axises in
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